INTRODUCTION
In the previous paper [1] a method of solving an eigen problem of a Hamiltonian acting in a finite space of states were presented. This method is based on the earlier article [2] , where an expression for operator matrix elements was formulated. Application of this formula needs some group-theoretical and combinatorial structures to be introduced and then generated. of N into m non-negative parts generated in the first step are input data in the second step. The main ideas of solutions proposed here were presented in the previous work [1] , whereas this paper is devoted to more detailed discussion.
Though algorithms have been implemented in FORTRAN (F77 and F90) and C, they are presented below in the Pascal-like convention (without semi-colons), what is more readable. Some bunches of standard instructions are replaced by one command (especially the "print" command), since they are not important to the presentation of algorithms. The flow charts are also included.
The last implementation and compilation were done under Linux (Red Hat 6.2) with egcs-2.91.66
on the Pentium 300 MHZ PC and the provided timings have been obtained on this machine.
ORDERED PARTITIONS OF N

WITH NO MORE THAN m NONZERO PARTS
One of algorithms for the generation of partitions produces them in the antilexicographic on the other. In order to generate partitions with no more than m parts the standard algorithm is used but for each generated partitions its associated counter-part is printed out. Hence, the array R is preserved in the algorithm proposed (but now is called mul). However, for the further purposes it is more convenient to have partitions written as vectors [k 0 , k 1 ,..., k m-1 ], so the array S is replaced by an array par [m] and, therefore, some new modification rules are necessary. It needs introductions of two parameters, fp and lp, related to the first and the last part of the original (not associated) partition, respectively. During the generation these indices can reach any value from the interval [0, m), but for control purposes they can be also negative (-1, in fact). A flow chart of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . The block "err" controls read parameters and stops the program if imposed limits are broken (too large or too small N and m). The other parts are briefly described below and their listings are presented.
In the first block all arrays and variables are initialized. It is easy to notice that the first printed partition consists of at most two different numbers: [N/m] = jd + 1 and [N/m] = jd. If jm = N mod m than the multiplicities of these parts are jm and m -jm, respectively. Hence the associated (and generated, in fact) partition has jd parts equal m and one part equal jm. Therefore, in line 06 we have mul[0] := jd and the array par is initialized in the line 08. Since at this moment a remainder is unknown, then the first and last parts are the same (see line 07). Next the first jm parts have to be increased and, simultaneously, mul [lp] has to be set to 1 (the first part of generated partition) then jm (the last part, respectively) corresponds to m -jm. For example, when N = 7 and m = 3, then jd= 2 and jm= 1, so after the first step one obtains:
what is modified in the second step to 
The results obtained on the Pentium 300 MHZ machine are presented in Table I 
DECOMPOSITION OF N-ELEMENT SET INTO m SUBSETS
There are some algorithms to generate k-element subsets of N-element set [3, 4] , however it seems they can not be modified to generate m subsets of cardinalities k 0 , k 1 ,..., k m-1 , where [k] is a partition of N. The proposed solution is based on an algorithm generating k-element subsets in the lexicographic order, i.e. it starts from {0,1,..., k-1} and goes through {0, 1,..., k-2, k}, ..., {0, 1,..., k-2, n} to {n-k, ..., n-l}. This algorithm is applied at different levels to many A'-element sets and their ¿-element subsets, so it has been included as a function. Two parameters, the cardinalities of a set and a subset, are transferred to the function "by value", whereas the other two -"by address" (the subset a[k] and the so-called moving point pp). In the actual implementation p is returned as the function value. Moreover, some solutions in the main program imply that the moving point in the function has to be decreased (line 05 and return (p + 1) in line 09).
Since each partition [k] of N can be represented by an ordered one, then the algorithm can be limited to this case. In the previous section ordered partitions into m non-negative parts (trailing zeroes are not truncated) has been considered, so they will be treated as the input data. Therefore, in the first step a number of non-zero parts (lp) has to be determined. The main idea of the proposed algorithm consists in decomposition of the generation process in such steps that at each moment one subset is generated with use of the standard algorithm. Let In fact, to avoid negative and half-integer numbers, the program prints theses numbers increased by s, i.e. 2s -l,l=0, 1,..., 2s, what is presented in the second column above for s=1.
The above presented remarks suggest that, first of all, there should be arrays containing generation parameters (k, n, a, pp in the declaration of the function "subfun") depending on the level l and the level counter lc = m -l it self. These parameters are stored in arrays par [ 
m], NL[m], AA[m], and MP[m]
, where AA is in fact a two-index arrays since each row AA[lc] contains a par[lc]-element subset. However, the procedure "subfun" always works with a set {0, 1, ..., NL[lc] -1}, whereas the actual elements may be different. In the above presented example this procedure generates at first two-element subsets of the set {2,..., 6}, next of the set {1, 3,..., 6} is considered, and so on till the last case -{0, 1,..., 4}. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a two-dimensional array containing actual elements (E) of the set in a question. The array par is a part of input data and the array NL is determined at the start of a procedure. The other arrays [3, 4] . In these cases the function "subfun" is called (the case A in the flow chart in Fig. 5 ). If all subsets at the level lc have been generated then lc is increased and the same conditions are checked (line 40 and 41 and the case B in Fig. 5 ), unless lc > lp, i.e. all levels have reached their limits (case C in the flow chart in Fig. 5 ).
A number of generated decompositions (configurations) is given by a polynomial coefficient so it is very large even for small N. Moreover, the main purpose of the presented programs is applications to mesoscopic systems with have been performed in such cases. In the test version of the algorithm the conversion (1) and printing blocks are removed. The results obtained on the Pentium 300 MHz machine are presented in Table II . The timings are calculated as mean values of several millions runs for N = 6 and thousands for N = 18. In addition, the partition [8, 8, 8] of N = 24 is also tested: 9,465,511,770 configurations are generated in about four hours what results in speed about 650 thousands configurations per second. In general, time necessaiy to generate one configuration increase nearly linearly with increasing N. It is confirmed by test runs for N= 100, where about 250 thousands configurations are generated in one second.
FINAL REMARKS
The combinatorial algorithms, presented in this paper, seem to work quite efficiently even for quite large values of N and m. However, both of them are limited by the "combinatorial explosion". It especially concerns the generation of decompositions into subsets (interpreted as magnetic configurations), since polynomial coefficients grow very rapidly. For example, there are more than 5 · 10 12 configurations corresponding to the partition [10 10 10] and their generation will take more than four months (on the Pentium 300 MHz PC for N = 6 and N = 18
The problem of generation all decompositions of N-element set into subsets with cardinalities given by an ordered partition [k 0 k 1 , ... k m-1 ] has been solved in such a way that there is no recurrence, since sometimes it is difficult to realize recurrent algorithms. It should be underlined that in the proposed procedure all k 1 -element subsets of NL[l]-element subset are generated many times (strictly speakingtimes). To avoid this feature one can store all Such algorithm is known for m = 2 [3, 4] , i.e. for generation of k-element subsets.
